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 A day without laughter is a day wasted.
-Nicolas Chamfort With the new day comes new strength and new
thoughts.
-Eleanor Roosevelt You are never too old to set another goal or to
dream a new dream
-C. S. Lewis The mind is like a parachute. It doesn’t work
unless it’s open.
-Anonymous-
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ABSTRACT
Riesna Sudi Primanti. Racial Discrimination towards the Aborigines Revealed
through the Characteristics and the Setting in Jack Davis’ No Sugar.
Yogyakarta: Department of English Letters, Faculty of Letters, Sanata Dharma
University, 2013.
This thesis analyzes Jack Davis’ play, No Sugar. The drama begins with
the life of Aborigine family in a camp. They look like having a normal life, but in
truth, their lives are in custody. They live with the Whites in Australia who
control the government and society. The Aborigines gets much discrimination
from the Whites. The Aborigines, Jimmy Munday’s family, realize that the
Whites’ treatment gives them bad impact in their whole life. Jimmy always tries
to give his objection to the Whites, but the Whites, as the government never listen
to the Aborigines’ complaints. The Whites still give bad treatment and
discriminate the Aborigines in many aspects.
There are three problems discussed in this thesis. They are: (1) What are
the characteristics of characters in Jack Davis’ No Sugar? (2) How is the setting in
Jack Davis’ No Sugar described? (3) How do the characteristics of the characters
and the setting reveal racial discrimination towards the Aborigines?
The method used for this thesis is library research method. There are 2
kinds of sources that are used. The book itself, No Sugar, is the primary source.
The secondary sources are taken from some books related to the theories and also
the topic itself. Theories of literature and racism are used to analyze the problems.
The theories are the theory of character and characterization, theory of setting,
theory of racism, and review of racial discrimination issues in Australia. The
sociocultural-historical approach is applied. This approach deals with the topic
which analyzes the racial discrimination against Aborigines’ culture in the
society.
The result of this analysis showed that the Aborigines do not have good
living conditions since their lives are controlled by the white people. Jimmy, the
Aboriginal man is brave because he wants the Whites treat the Aborigines without
discrimination. He is also unconventional because he never gets formal school
like the Whites get. Another character is Billy. Billy is black tracker. He is
obedient to the Whites and sometimes he treats the other Aborigines badly
because he works for the Whites. The Whites characters are Mr. Neal and
Constable. They always give bad treatment to the Aborigines. There are 2 settings
of time. The first is the depression era and the second is the oombulgurri
massacre. The Government Well Aboriginal Reserve, Moore River Native
Settlement and the old Toni fruit shop are the setting of place that is chosen. The
third is society. The social circumstances are taken from daily activities when the
Aborigines and the Whites live. Many discriminations find from the characters do
and say. The discriminations are also found in many aspects which is found in this
play. They are education, social, culture, and economy aspect. The Aborigines are
not allowed to get formal education. They are also differentiated in the society as
the second class. Their culture is lost since they have to accept the Whites’
culture. Their principle commodities are arranged and controlled by the Whites.
xi
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ABSTRAK
Riesna Sudi Primanti. Racial Discrimination towards the Aborigines Revealed
through the Characteristics and the Setting in Jack Davis’ No Sugar.
Yogyakarta: Jurusan Sastra Inggris, Fakultas Sastra, Universitas Sanata Dharma,
2013.
Skripsi ini menganalisis drama karangan Jack Davis, No Sugar. Drama ini
diawali dengan kehidupan keluarga penduduk asli di sebuah perkampungan tenda.
Mereka terlihat memiliki hidup yang normal, tetapi sebenarnya, mereka hidup
ditawan. Mereka tinggal dengan pendatang yang mengontrol pemerintahan dan
masyarakat. Penduduk asli mendapat banyak diskriminasi dari orang kulit putih.
Keluarga Jimmy menyadari bahwa perlakuan buruk pendatang kulit putih
berdampak buruk di hidup mereka. Jimmy selalu mencoba mengutarakan keluhan
para penduduk asli kepada pendatang kulit putih, tetapi sebagai pemerintah,
mereka tidak pernah mendengarkan. Para pendatang tetap berkelakuan buruk dan
mendiskriminasi penduduk asli di berbagai aspek.
Terdapat 3 masalah yang dibicarakan dalam skripsi ini. (1) Apakah
karakter dari tokoh-tokoh? (2) Bagaimanakah latar pada No Sugar karangan Jack
Davis digambarkan? (3) Bagaimana karakter tokoh-tokoh dan latar menampakkan
diskriminasi ras terhadap penduduk asli Australia?
Metode yang digunakan untuk skripsi ini adalah metode penelitian
pustaka. Terdapat 2 jenis sumber yang digunakan. Drama itu sendiri, No Sugar
sebagai sumber utamanya. Sumber kedua diambil dari beberapa buku yang
berhubungan dengan teori-teori juga topik. Untuk menganalisis masalah-masalah
yang muncul di skripsi ini, teori-teori sastra dan teori rasisme dipergunakan.
Teori-teori tersebut adalah teori tokoh dan penokohan, teori latar, teori rasisme,
dan tinjauan isu-isu diskriminasi ras di Australia. Pendekatan socio kultural
historikal digunakan di skripsi ini. Pendekatan ini berhubungan dengan topik yang
menganalisis diskriminasi ras pada budaya di masyarakat penduduk asli.
Hasil analisis menunjukkan penduduk asli tidak mendapatkan hidup yang
baik. Jimmy, seorang penduduk asli adalah pemberani karena dia ingin pendatang
memberikan hidup yang lebih baik tanpa diskriminasi bagi penduduk asli. Dia
juga tidak konvensionil karena tidak pernah mendapatkan sekolah formal seperti
yang pendatang dapat. Yang lainnya adalah Billy. Dia disebut pemburu kulit
hitam. Dia patuh kepada pendatang kulit putih dan terkadang dia memperlakukan
buruk penduduk asli karena dia bekerja untuk pendatang. Para pendatang adalah
Mr. Neal, Neville, dan Constable. Mereka sering memberikan perlakuan buruk
pada penduduk asli. Terdapat 2 masa yang menjadi latar waktu, era depresi dan
pembantaian oombulgurri. Perkampungan tenda Moore river, pemerintahan
cadangan area and toko buah si tua Toni adalah latar tempat yang dipilih. Ketiga
adalah keadaan masyarakat yang dipilih adalah aktivitas sehari-hari penduduk asli
dan pendatang. Banyak diskriminasi yang muncul di banyak aspek. Terdapat 4
aspek yang ditemukan, pendidikan, sosial, budaya, dan ekonomi. Penduduk asli
tidak diperkenankan mendapat pendidikan. Mereka juga dianggap orang
bawahan. Budaya mereka dihapus dan dipaksa menerima budaya pendatang.
Kebutuhan mereka diatur dan dikontrol oleh para pendatang.
xii
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

This chapter is divided into some parts that firstly, it is the writer explains
the background of this study, the writer explains the topic that was chosen in this
study. Besides, the writer gives some explanation for the topic and the reason of
choosing this topic for this undergraduate thesis. Secondly, it is about the problem
formulation that is used in answering the analysis. Thirdly, it is explanation of the
objectives for using the problem formulation. Lastly, it is the writer gives
definition of some important terms which is used in this chapter.

A.

Background of the Study
For many years, the Whites went from Europe and colonized many areas

outside their countries. They came from one to another place to found the new
areas for them. In every place, they found different types of people like, AfroAmerican, Chinese, and also the Aborigines who had different culture or way of
life. Most of them lived in primitive life. They were also physically different. The
Aborigines is the one of them. The Aborigines’ skin was not white and pale like
the Whites have. The Whites found that the colored people, include the
Aborigines was not as modern as them. The Whites had power to settle the
colored people so they colonized other people with different race, culture, skin
color and settled them like the way the Whites’ life. Those were the reasons why
the Whites’ colonization caused racial discrimination.

1
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Discrimination is one of the problems which exist for a long time, but it is
still often occurs frequently today. In many countries, discrimination still occurs
in multicultural society. People differentiate other people only because they are
physically different and they have different background, different culture,
different class and status in society.
Racial discrimination is one thing that I want to know because this issue
still exists today. Racial discrimination is also one thing that occurs around us.
Consciously or unconsciously, one person discriminate other people because the
differences. “In June 1998, One Nation, an Australian nationalist party in
Queensland won 25 percent of the votes with their main lines at fighting nonWhites’ immigration. This was made possible when unemployment was high and
it was easy to convince the people that immigrants were taking their jobs, as it
would serve to be a convenient excuse and avenue to vent frustration (Shah,
2010).
In a speech the party leader said that Australia was “in danger of being
swamped” by Asians and she also questioned the special welfare benefits for
Australia’s Aborigines (Shah, 2010).” It shows that until today the Aborigines
difficult to get jobs in their own country. In the present time, the Aborigines still
have problem with racial discrimination and this problem is one of global issues.
It is interesting to know the Aborigines’ struggle against the Whites’
oppression. How they fight against the Whites because of the racial discrimination
which they experienced. The discrimination in education for the children,
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discrimination in economy, discrimination in social cultures, discrimination in
facilities, the Whites differentiate the facilities for the Aborigines and the Whites.
To understand the racial discrimination towards the Aborigines, the
literary book entitled No Sugar that was written by Jack Davis was a good start
for the research. No Sugar was written in the social condition of 1930 in the great
depression era. This drama is a good drama about racial discrimination issues
done by the Whites in great depression era of the Aborigines in Australia. This
drama showed clearly how the discriminations done by the Whites. How the
Whites subjected the Aborigines in bad ways was mentioned here. How they
oppressed the Aborigine people and differentiated them with the Whites was
showed in this drama. The Whites wielded their power and controlled the
Aborigines. They took the land and employed the Aborigines as cheap labors.
Besides this drama also showed how the Aborigines fought against the Whites for
their land and saved their original culture.
The Whites built government and administration office in that area for
many years. The Whites took all the rights and controlled all the facilities of
Aborigines as their tradition. The Whites took the Aborigines’ rights in many
ways. The Aborigines got bad places for lived, they did not get good facilities,
and the Whites also differentiated all the facilities for them and the Aborigines.
Aborigines’ children did not get education as well as Whites’ children. The
government also controlled all the daily life requirements for the Aborigines, the
Aborigines got the bad quality for the food or even freedom. The Aborigines felt
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uncomforted with this situation. They fought against the Whites for all the rights
that the Whites took.

B.

Problem Formulation
This undergraduate thesis leads three problems that will be used to analyze

the characteristics of the character and the setting that reveal racial discrimination
to the Aborigines by the Whites that is presented in this study.
1.

What are characteristics of the characters in Jack Davis’ No Sugar?

2.

How are the settings in Jack Davis’ No Sugar described?

3.

How do the characteristics of the characters and the setting reveal racial
discrimination towards the Aborigines?

C.

Objectives of the Study
This undergraduate thesis uses three objectives to answer the problem

formulation. The first objective of this study is to find out the representation of
some characters and identify how the characteristics of the characters. Besides, the
writer tries to characterize the characters which are found. The second objective is
to identify the description of the setting which is showed in the text. These two
objectives of this study are used by the writer for answering the third objective of
this study that is to identify how the characteristics of the characters and setting in
this drama revealed to racial discrimination experienced towards the Aborigines in
the great depression era in Australia.
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D.

5

Definition of Terms
To avoid misinterpreting in the definition of words that used in this

undergraduate thesis, and to avoid different perception and meaning, I would like
to explain some terms that used in this undergraduate thesis.

1.

Racial Discrimination

“Racism is mediation between human beings similarly and differentially located
in a class structure and a denial of their humanity (Miles, 1989: 10).” Here, Miles
stated that Racism is a mediation to similarities and differences of human beings
in social status and a denial of their humanity. “Discrimination is unfavorable
treatment of individuals or groups; such treatment being based on purely arbitrary
grounds (Ford, 1969: 108).” Here discrimination understood as treatment from
individuals or groups to the other groups which is unfavorable and the treatment
based on arbitrary grounds. From Miles and Ford, The writer concludes that racial
discrimination is unfavorable way or treatment to differentiate and discriminate
other people or groups in social status, skin color and a denial of their humanity.

2.

Aborigines

Aborigines are not as exotic primitives, strange survivals with a stone-age culture,
but as contemporaries, modern men and women, motivated by the same basic
urges as ourselves, but with a different way of life, a different outlook, different
values-one of the many variations on the theme of human beings (Berndt, 1954:
20, 27, 35). Aborigines are each man, woman and child has a strong and even
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passionate bond with his own country, the ‘eternal’ home of his spirits (Berndt,
1954: 20, 27, 35). Aborigines are semi-nomadic hunters and collectors, wandering
across the land or fishing for their food, never living in settled villages, nor
placing much stress on material possessions (Berndt, 1954: 20, 27, 35).
Ordinarily, they were satisfied with the minimum of essentials (Berndt, 1954: 20,
27, 35). Most wore little or no clothing, and all had what we may loosely term the
totemic view of nature (Berndt, 1954: 20, 27, 35). Aborigines is the people who
lived in Australia for many years, the Australia’s natives that have strong
passionate to their country, they are simple and satisfied with minimum of
essentials.

3.

Character and Characterization

“Character is an extended verbal representation of a human being, the inner self
that determines thought, speech, and behavior. Through dialogue, action, and
commentary, authors capture some of the interactions of character and
circumstance (Roberts, 1987: 119).” Roberts stated that character is representation
from thought, speech, and behavior. The writer can see it from the dialog, action,
and also commentary.
“Characterization is the representation of persons in narrative and
dramatic works. This may include direct methods like the attribution of qualities
in description or commentary and indirect methods, inviting readers to infer
qualities from character’s actions, speech, or appearance and message (Rohrberger
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and Woods, 1971: 20).” So characterization is description or representation from
the action, speech, or appearance of the character that inferred by the reader.
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CHAPTER II
THEORETICAL REVIEW

In this chapter, it will be some parts which covers about reviews of related
studies, the theories which is needed for this study and it’s used for the analysis
part, and the review that is related with the history of cultures and facts about
Aborigines and also the topic. In addition, the writer gives theoretical framework
about the theories which is used in this study.

A.

Review of Related Studies
Jack Davis’ No Sugar is a drama that points out to racial discrimination

that happened in the Aborigines’ society in Australia. The Whites colonize the
Aborigines and dispose the right of the Aborigines. The Whites see that the
Aborigines are primitive people so they settle all the life and culture of the
Aborigines and control the Aborigines’ life. In this drama, Jack Davis tries to
show how the Whites treat the Aborigines and how the Aborigines fight against
the Whites’ policy. To know more about this drama, the writer tries to see the
related studies from the other researches.
One of the researches is the study about racism which is written by Efra
Tania Nainggolan. The title is The Significance of Jake Brigance’s Characteristics
in His Struggles against Threats of Racism Reflected in Grisham’s A Time to Kill.
In other words, people who have different and special characteristics are
equal no matter who he is or she, where they are come from, and what
language they speak, what skin colors they have, etc. The different and

8
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special characteristics that people have do not make them unequal one to
another (Nainggolan, 2011: 3).
It shows that in this quotation people with differences characteristics physically
and culturally must have the same status with others. They are equal and they
have right to be equal in the world even though they are different. This research
tries to the people who are struggling with racism especially the black people
against the Whites.
This is another research which used the same primary source. The
undergraduate written by Paulus Noven Lando Utama. The writer has different
topic from this undergraduate thesis.
The topic of this study is how indigenous people struggle against the
White’s treatment during the great depression revealed through the
characters in the story. The writer tries to analyze several characters that
plot the story in order to understand the pictures of indigenous struggle
(Utama, 2013: 3).
This undergraduate thesis shows the Aborigines struggle against the oppression
and bad treatment. The writer choose some characters to see the Aborigines’
struggle against the Whites.
In this study, the writer will analyze about the racial discrimination that
happened in the Aborigines society. It is about the Aborigines against the Whites’
authority to maintain their life and culture. It is the same with the topic from
undergraduate thesis written by Priska Niawati.
They try to gain their equality and try to reach their dream to have a better
life. The Black people are still helping each other and keep their friendship
between the oppression. They are also helping each other even though they
suffer (Niawati, 2009: 12-13).
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This writing point out that the Black people are not selfish. They help each other
in the society and also their friends who get the oppression from White people. In
the condition that is not good for the Black people to reach their dream and their
hopes for the better future, the Black people are still trying to gain their status.
They want to be equal with other people especially the White people.
Racism is one of issues presented in society. Until now, racism is one of
important topics in some discussions in the world. John Lafarge also said in
undergraduate thesis written by Markus Endra Prabawa.
As stated by John Lafarge (1943: 11), race relations mean the treatment of
one racial group by another and the situation that gives race to such
treatment. Looking at the relation of the black people and the white people
in the South of America, there are settled and organized policy, social and
legal that are adopted by the white group toward the blacks which function
as means of the racial treatment (Prabawa, 2004:3).
This quotation pointed that the relation between the Whites and the Blacks is
between the group which has power and the group that is settled. Looking at the
condition of the Blacks at that time, the Whites have space to do the racial
discrimination. The Whites organized the policy, government, society that means
they do the racial treatment.
Looking at the related studies before, the writer agrees that this study has
the same point with the researches above. Racial discrimination is the problem
that the writer can still find in some places today. Everyone in this world must
have the same right with others. This undergraduate thesis has the same primary
source to the Lando’s undergraduate thesis, but the topic is different. Based on
that, the writer chooses the topic to show that this study develops the other
studies. In this study, the writer will point out about the racial discrimination
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which happened in Aborigines’ society in Australia. Besides, the writer will find
out the Aborigines’ struggle against the Whites’ government. The writer tries to
find the racial discrimination which revealed through the setting and also from the
characteristics of some characters in this drama. The writer will find which social
situations and the characters that indicate the existence of the racial
discrimination. The writer also will find what is perceived by the Aborigines and
problems that they can find in the settlement.

B.

Review of Related Theories
Theory of character, characterization, and setting are some theories that is

chosen by the writer in this study. These theories will be used to analyze the
characteristics and description of the characters from their speech and behavior.
Besides, the theories above will help the writer to find the social setting toward
the Whites’ colonization in Australia. The writer will create the analysis from
these theories. Finally the analysis is used to see how the settings in this situation
reveal racial discriminations toward the Aborigines.

1.

Theory of character and characterization
Barranger gives explanation about character in a playwright. According to

Barranger in Understanding Play, he said that the playwright visualizes the
fictional character’s clothes, habitat, thoughts, speech, and actions in a play. He
also said that the more skilled the playwright, the characters and their situations
will be more complex (Barranger, 1994: 338).
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Barranger also pointed that in drama, characters are traditionally defined
by their physical characteristics, speech, and dress, their socioeconomic status,
their psychological makeup; and their moral or ethical choices. He also added that
there are 4 ways to understand the drama’s characters (Barranger, 1994: 339).
Besides, Beaty and Hunter pointed that character is particular trait of a
person that makes him or her distinctive. Character is individuals portrayed in
literature are often referred (Beaty and Hunter, 1989: 231).
According to Beaty and Hunter in New Worlds of Literature said that
characterization is the way that the author describes the characters and the process
of defining them. In addition, characterization is describing the way characters
look (their physical appearance and their clothing, bearing, makeup, and so on);
the way they speak; the way they think, or what they think; what they do; and
what other people say about them (Beaty and Hunter, 1989: 23).
According to Abcarian and Klotz in Literature: Reading and Writing The
Human Experience characterization, in plays as in fiction, has the same meaning.
Characterization is revealed by what characters do, say in a play. Characterization
is also revealed by what other characters say or reveal. They also said that in play
there is no narrator to tell about the characters thought. The reader usually infers
such things based on action or dialogue (Abcarian and Klotz, 1998: 21).

2.

Theory of Setting
Barranger in Understanding Plays give a clear explanation that a play’s

scenography is the writer’s figurative, and symbolic of the “stage’s support” of
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the dramatic text. He also said that a play’s scenography deals with the
playwright’s concept of the stage as a fictional environment, having literal and
visible dimensions as well as figurative and symbolic meanings (Barranger, 1994:
436).
According them, plays have their own kind of “literary” or “verbal”
scenography. This kind of scenography includes the play’s geography, its interior
and exterior environs, and the symbolic meanings of those fictional worlds
(Barranger, 1994: 436).
Barranger point out that the writer’s scenography has two distinct
components:
a.

Costumes, scenery, sounds, lighting, colors, objects, furnishings, and
special effects (Barranger, 1994: 436).

b.

The symbolic, cultural, and thematic meanings of the play’s fictional
world (Barranger, 1994: 436).
Roberts and Jacobs in Fiction: An Introduction to Reading and Writing

classify setting in two types. Natural and Manufactured. They give explanation
that “Nature herself is seen as a force that shapes action and therefore directs and
redirects lives” (Roberts and Jacobs, 1987: 190). So, nature is a force that
establishes the setting or the environment and action of the characters.
Besides, they point that manufactured things always reflect the people who
make them. The things tell about the people who build it and live in it, and the
manufactured things can give description about the social and political orders that
maintain the conditions at that time. For example, if there is a government reserve
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that crowded with 7 people lived there, it reveals that the characters live in hard
situations. Ugly and impoverished surroundings may contribute to the weariness,
insensitivity, negligence, or even hostility of the characters living in them
(Roberts and Jacobs, 1987: 191).
Abrams said in A Glossary of Literary Terms, that Setting in dramatic
work is related with the general locale, the historical time, and also related with
the society or the social circumstances in which place, time, and society the
actions occurs. Abrams also said that setting is related with the meaning or the
messages in the story. Setting is about when the action and where the action in the
story occurs. Abrams gave another explanation that setting is also about social
circumstances or environment where the action occurs. In addition, Abrams point
out that setting is about the social condition where the characters exist. (Abrams,
1981: 192)

3.

Theory of Racism
Miles give clear explanation in Racism that Racism is mediation between

human beings similarly and differentially located in a class structure and a denial
of their humanity (Miles, 1989: 10). The writer point out that Racism is the way
human beings divided themselves into class or status in society. People who have
power or honor stayed in the higher position or class. There is a denial for people
with less power and honor. These types of people stayed in lower position of
class. Miles point out that in the late 20th racism is define as a term of political
abuse (Miles, 1989: 10). According to Miles in Racism book, the concept of
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racism has come to be used to refer not only to imagery and assertions, but also to
practices, procedures and outcomes, often independent of human intentionality
and a specific ideological content. He also added, racism should be used to refer
only to what can be called an ideology (Miles, 1989: 3).
Another theory of Racism found in the book written by Back and Solomos.
They stated that racism is a matter of behavior in daily life. They also said that it
is usually a manifestation of hatred or contempt for individuals who have welldefined physical characteristics different from our own. (Back and Solomos,
2000: 64). The writer point out that racism is a problem of behavior in society.
This problem occurs as the result of a manifestation of hatred to the group of
people who has differences in physical characteristics.
Bangura and Stavenhagen give explanation that racism exists in varying
degrees in all regions of the world. Slavery, colonialism, genocide, the Holocaust
and apartheid represent its most extreme form in world history. They also stated
that racism affects social relations, influences structures of opportunities and lifechances and may provoke violence and wars (Bangura and Stavenhagen, 2005: 1).
According to them, racism can be in varying level or step. It can be a slavery,
colonialism, genocide, apartheid form. They also said that racism can influence
the society which can make violence happened.

C.

Review on Racial Discrimination in Australia
In 1929, the world got the impact of the American stock market crash. It

gave the impact in most other countries included Australia. The economy was in
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crisis, and then it was called the Depression Era. This condition did not stayed too
long in Australia. Just before the outbreak of World War II, Australia’s economy
truly recover (Shoemaker, 1989: 17).
Though Australia’s economy got a change for the better, the depression
did not end. The local people were far from a better life. This period was the
plight of the Aboriginal Australians. In 1930, the economy of Australia was in
low position. The economy of most other countries was in grasp of the depression.
The Depression era and the beginning of World War II deepened the poverty of a
minority group in Australia at that time. Australian economic ladder was in the
bottom in 1929 (Shoemaker, 1989: 17).
For a few years, Australia was confronted to dried fruits problem and it
made the price fell down. It was bad things that made trouble. This bad products
force the Whites to take products from foreigners. This problem gives big impact
for the Australian then. The Australian farmers were forced to work harder (Scott,
1916: 376).
The economy of Australia was in the depression era, but dole payments for
the Aborigines rose per week between 1930 and 1936. So, the police in Australia
force the Aborigines to live in government reserves. This fact was done in order to
avoid spending dole money during these years. The depression was invariably
pushed down the Aborigines. This great depression era hit the Aboriginal people
harder than before. The Aboriginal people needed longer time to recover from this
hard condition than the Whites. This was one reason that made the oppression to
the Aboriginal people was really painful. The other reasons which made the
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Aborigines got hard oppressed were politics, justice, society and also culture that
all controlled by the Whites. Those conditions made chronic effects on Aboriginal
attitudes (Shoemaker, 1989: 17-18).
Another fact that was also ironic was the memory in the early 1930s where
the massacres and also atrocities to Aborigines happened before. The Whites was
the first defendant who brought all the bad conditions and conflicts to the
Aborigines’ life. In the White politicians and institutions, the Aborigines’
conditions were really bad. It might be worse than before the depression era. In
the early 1930s, the Whites protect and control the territories of Black Australians.
The Whites control the northern territory situation. They control the Aborigines
especially the women and force them to work at the Whites institutions
(Shoemaker, 1989: 18).
Ernest Hunter said in his book that oppression in Australia was also
experienced by the Aboriginal women. The Aboriginal women are the Whites
slavery and abusive object. Slavery and abuses experienced by Aboriginal women
around the 1930s. The Whites continued to push down the Aboriginal women and
control them. The Whites give bad condition for the Aboriginal women to show
that they hold the reins (Hunter, 1993: 31).
The policy about territories of Australia was made for protection of race.
The Whites’ government remembered all countries in the world that the
aborigines were the minority class than the Whites’ class. Then, this White’s
statement was popular in the world that the Aborigines were sub-human. The
Whites stated that the Aborigines were inferior intellectually and also culturally to
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the Whites. This is ironic that this statement was not really only for saving the
Aborigines, but also to be the reason for many massacres happened on the 1930s
(Shoemaker, 1989: 19).
According to Shaw in The story of Australia, the Aborigines everywhere
remained second class citizens. The Aborigines were badly educated in a society.
Shaw added that the Aborigines land taken by the rulers who is the Whites. Shaw
also stated that Aborigine is stockman and laborer. As the second class citizens,
the Aborigines are the cheap laborer. Their developing in economy was also slow
(Shaw, 1955: 247-248).

D.

Theoretical Framework
In this undergraduate thesis, the study explores violence that happened to

the Aborigines in Australia when the immigrants from Europe came and took the
land. This study also explores about the Depression period around the 1920s-the
1930s which shows the discrimination and oppression to the Aborigines by the
Whites. Therefore, there are some theories which are explained and useful for my
analysis.
The theory of character and characterization will be used for analyzing the
characteristics of some characters to show how Jack Davis depicted racial
discrimination and hard conditions of the Aborigines in all aspects under the
power of the Whites. The writer used the theory of character from Milly S.
Barranger from the book which entitled Understanding Plays and also the theory
of characterization from Beaty and Hunter’s book which entitled New Worlds of
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Literature. Another theory used for this study is the theory of setting. This theory
is used to analyze the environment and the society where the characters live in to
show how the society influences the conditions of the characters. The writer uses
the theory of setting from Understanding Plays by Milly S. Barranger. Another
theory that was used by the writer was theory racism which is taken from Racism
book written by Robert Miles, Theory of Race and Racism written by Les Back
and John Solomos, Racism and Public Policy written by Yusuf Bangura and
Rodolfo Stavenhagen.
Besides the theories above, the writer also used the historical background
about the relation between the Whites and the Aborigines around the 1920s-the
1930s. The writer used the review of the historical background to see the
condition of the society at that time. The review of historical background was
taken from the book which entitled Black Words White Page written by Adam
Shoemaker, A Short History of Australia written by Ernest Scott, The story of
Australia written by A. G. L. Shaw.
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CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY

A.

Object of The Study
No Sugar is one of Jack Davis’ plays that are performed on 18 February

1985 by the Playhouse Company in association with the Australian Elizabethan
Theatre Trust at Maltings, North Perth, for the Festival of Perth. In 1986, No
Sugar was revised and remounted for participation in the Expo ’86 World Theatre
in Vancouver. This version was first performed on 15 May 1986 at the West End
Community Centre, Vancouver. This play has also been performed on an open
stage in Canada and Britain. This is a good playwright from Jack Davis that won a
prize from RAKA (Ruth Adeney Koori Award) in 1992. Besides the play itself,
the author, Jack Davis has good reputation as a leading play. Generally, No Sugar
talks about racial discrimination of Aborigines in depression era when the
immigrants of Europe came and took the land. No Sugar is intended to expose
Australian racism. How Aborigines fight against the power of Whites to get their
right as natives of Australia. Jack Davis set the story in the situation during the
Great Depression Era in Western Australia. This play also explores the
marginalization of women and Aborigines in Australian society.

B.

Approach of the Study
In this study the writer used socio cultural-historical approach. Rohrberger

and Woods point out in their book which entitled Reading and Writing about
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Literature that socio cultural-historical is the approach that has only one way to
locate the work in reference to the civilization that produced it. They said that
literature takes the attitudes and actions of the civilization as its subject matter.
It is necessary that the social milieu in which a work was created investigate by
the critic. They also said that literature is not created in a vacuum and literature
embodies ideas significant to the culture that produced it (Rohrberger and Woods,
1971: 9).
The reason why socio cultural-historical approach is used in this study is
first, socio cultural-historical approach related to time and also places in a social
history in the past. Besides, this work is the one of the play that tells about the
Aborigines fight against colonialism of the Whites in Australia in depression era
to get their rights. Second, this play focuses on racial discrimination in the Whites
colonization era. Third, this study will analyze the characteristics of the characters
in this work and also the social setting that reveal the discrimination happen in the
Aborigines society.
The writer uses this socio cultural-historical approach to understand the
histories in the past between the Europeans and the Aborigines in Australia in
Jack Davis’ No Sugar. The writer wants to know about the condition of the social
and place, the attitudes of the people and their problem especially in racism. Next,
the writer wants to analyze the work using this approach.
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C.

Method of the Study
In this study, the writer used library research for the method. The writer

needed two kinds of sources in supporting this study. The writer used the book
itself which entitled No Sugar, some other theories and also review of racism in
Australia. The book itself was the primary source and the other theories and also
review were the secondary source.
The primary source was the book itself. The title was No Sugar by Jack
Davis. The secondary source was the theories that supported this study and the
reviews of related studies that related with this work. The theories taken from
some books of theories such as Understanding Plays written by Milly S.
Barranger, New Worlds of Literature written by Jerome Beaty and J. Paul Hunter,
Fiction: An Introduction to Reading and Writing written by Roberts and Jacobs,
Literature: Reading and Writing The Human Experience written by Richard
Abcarian and Marvin Klotz, Racism written by Robert Miles, Theory of Race and
Racism written by Les Back and John Solomos, Racism and Public Policy written
by Yusuf Bangura and Rodolfo Stavenhagen.
The writer also took the reviews of related studies from the undergraduate
thesis. First one was The Significance of Jake Brigance’s Characteristics in His
Struggles Against Threats of Racism Reflected in Grisham’s A Time To Kill
written by Efra Tania Nainggolan. Second was taken from Black People’s
Struggle Against Race Discrimination As Seen in Taylor’s Let The Circle Be
Unbroken written by Priska Niawati. The third was taken from undergraduate
thesis written by Markus Endra Prabawa which entitled The Socio-Historical
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Criticism Towards The Early 20th Century American Racism in Richard Wright’s
Black Boy. The writer also used the review on the historical background. This
historical background was about Racial Discrimination in Australia around 1920s1930s. The writer taken the sources from the internet book, which entitled Black
Words White Page: Aboriginal Literature 1929-1988 written by Adam
Shoemaker. In this study the writer used socio cultural-historical approach which
taken from Reading and Writing about Literature written by Mary Rohrberger
and Samuel H. Woods.
This work needed some steps for analyzing. First, the writer was read and
re-read this work itself No Sugar repeatedly and carefully to understand the work
itself. Then, the writer decided the elements that will be used. Only then, the
writer found the intrinsic elements such as characteristics of the character and also
the social setting. Furthermore, the writer identified every element carefully.
Second, the writer was finding and collecting reviews of studies. Then, the
writer was collecting theories book related with this work. The writer found some
theories book through library research by borrowing the books. Another way that
the writer chose was also copying the important page from the books. Besides, the
writer found the theories from webs and online books to collect important data to
support this work.
Next, the writer applied the theories and reviews of studies to this work in
the analysis. It started by explaining this work completely. Then, it was answering
the problem formulations. The writer did it one by one correctly for completing
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the analysis. After that, the writer will conclude the analysis to be the short and
clear conclusion.
The last was revising the analysis. It started again by re-read the drama.
Only then the reviews of studies and the theories re-read. Then, the writer rechecked the theories and the reviews of studies related with the analysis. The last
that was also important was re-checking the grammar.
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CHAPTER IV
ANALYSIS

In this chapter the writer will analyze the problem formulation mentioned
before. Every problem formulation analyzes detail in this chapter one by one. It
will start from the first problem formulation. After that, the writer will show the
second problem formulation. Then, the writer can relate each problem formulation
to find the answer for the third problem formulation.

A. Description of the Characters in No Sugar
Character is an important element in drama. Based on the characters told,
from the characters do in a drama, the writer can take the point what kind of
character exists in a drama. The writer can determine the personality and the
characteristics from the characters do and said. In addition, the writer finds the
characteristics from the other characters’ words about the other characters.
Barranger said that the playwright visualizes the fictional character’s clothes,
places, thoughts, speech, and actions. If the playwright has more skill, the
characters and the situations will be more complex (Barranger, 1994: 338).
Beaty and Hunter said that characterization is the way the author describes
the characters and the process of defining them. In addition, the author
characterizes the characters physically (their physical appearance and their
clothing, bearing, makeup, and so on); the way they speak; the way they think, or
what they think; what they do; and what other people say about them (Beaty and
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Hunter, 1989: 23). Based on the quotation above what the character said and do,
the writer can describe and define what the characters look like and their
personality.

1.

Jimmy Munday
Jimmy Munday described as a brave aborigine man. He is never afraid of

anything. He was born and grew up in a hard condition of life. He and his tribe
live with the Whites’ control in daily activities. The Aborigines get their
requirements from the White government in their settlement. They do not have
any choices, if they want to stay alive, they must be in Whites’ control. Even
though they do not get their justice and right as they should get. That is why he
becomes an emotional man.
JIMMY. You fellas, you know why then wetjalas marchin’ down the
street, eh? I’ll tell youse why. ‘Cause them bastards took our
country and them blackfellas dancin’ for ‘em. Bastards!
(He nicks his finger with the axe and watches the blood drip to
the ground. GRAN gives him a piece of cloth for it.) (Davis,
1986: 16)
In this quotation, Jimmy was really emotional when he talked about the Whites’
marching. He could easily spoke harsh word. His attitude is influenced by the
surrounding conditions. He lived under the pressure and limitation of requirement.
He did not get education. Most of his life was in the settlement under the power of
the Whites.
Many Aborigines had no power forced against the Whites’ rules and
control. They only accepted and obeyed to the Whites’ rules. Their lives were
hanged down on the Whites’ government. Different from other characters, Jimmy
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Munday was a brave Aborigine man. They can give his voice against the Whites
in some conditions.
JIMMY. Bullshit, I’ll tell you why we’re goin’.
CONSTABLE. You wouldn’t know.
JIMMY. You reckon blackfellas are bloody mugs. Whole town knows
why we’re goin’. ‘Coz wetjalas in this town don’t want us ‘ere,
don’t want our kids at the school, with their kids, and old
Jimmy Mitchell’s tight ‘coz they reckon Bert’ Awke’s gonna
give him a hidin’ in the election.
From the quotation above, the writer gets indication that Jimmy Munday is a
brave Aborigine man. He knows that the Constable from the Whites’ Government
does not tell the truth and Jimmy give his voice bravely what the truth is. The
truth is the Whites want to remove the Aborigines.

2.

Billy Kimberley
Billy works as black tracker for the Whites. Billy is rowdy black man. He

does not have choices to stay alive with the Whites’ control in the entire
Aborigines’ life. He works for Neal to survive. Although he is a Black man, he
also treats the Aborigines badly to make them disciplined. This is what Mr. Neal
asks him to do. It is irony when the Black man must treats the other badly because
his life highly depends on the Whites. That is a must for Billy. When he wants to
live in Whites’ society safely, he must obey the Whites’ rules and it is important.
SISTER. (surprised) Yes, Caecilia.
(BILLY belts DAVID on the legs with his whip.)
CISSIE. Look, Sister Eileen, look.
BILLY. You s’posed to be Chunday School. Gudeeah waitin’ for you.
TOPSY. Billy Kimberley’s belting one of the boys. (Davis, 1986: 89)
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From this quotation, it can be concluded that Billy tries to discipline the Aborigine
kids to go to Sunday school. He hits David handily because David does not want
to go to Sunday school. He does not care about his action which is too much for a
kid. If the kids do not want obey to the Whites’ rules, he will make them
discipline and give a punishment.
Even though Billy Kimberley is a black man, but he also takes part to treat
the Aborigine badly. He obeyed the Whites’ government and he worked for the
Whites. In this quotation below he pursued the Aborigine man. He disciplined the
Aborigine man.
(JOE sits her down and puts a blanket around her. She rests against
him and recovers. A magpie squawks and JOE immediately on his
guard, jumps up and grabs his doak. BILLY KIMBERLEY appears
and rushes at him with a stockwhip in one hand and handcuffs in the
other. JOE dodges him. MARY is sick again as BILLY advances
slowly and menacingly on JOE.)
BILLY. You two fella, silly fella. Everyone run away. Wait here for
the choochoo. (Swinging the whip at JOE) Choochoo, choo,
choo. (Davis, 1986: 74)
In this quotation, Billy tried to catch Joe, the Aborigine man. Joe tried to go from
the settlement because he did not want to live under the Whites control. Joe and
Mary escape from the settlement to save Mary from Mr. Neal. When the Whites
took the control of the Aborigines, the Whites punished the Aborigines who did
not obey to the Whites’ rules.

3.

Mr. Neal
Mr. Neal is a White man. He is a Superintendent of Moore River Native

Settlement. He is known as an arrogant person. He uses his power and position to
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push down the Aborigines. He often treats the Aborigines as cheap labors. He
does not recognize the Aborigines as people. He treats the Aborigines woman
badly and he hurt the Aborigines who do not want obey to the Whites rules.
NEAL. You’ll work where I think fit, digging graves if I say so.
MARY. I’m not gunna work in the hospital.
NEAL. You’ll do as I say, do you understand?
MARY. No
NEAL. So you intend to defy me, do you? Billy!
(He takes the cat-o’-nine-tails from his desk.) (Davis, 1986:
92)
The quotation tells us that Mr. Neal can easily push down the Aborigine woman.
It tells us that Mr. Neal is an arrogant person. He pushes Mary to work in the
hospital. He thinks it is fit to Mary and at once Mary is under his control. Mary
does not want to obey his command to work in the hospital because she knows
that it will be bad for her. It makes Mr. Neal angry and hits Mary with his cat-o’nine-tails.
Mr. Neal has bad attitudes toward the Aborigines. He can easily hit the
Aborigines even to an Aborigine woman. He treats the Aborigines badly if they
do not want to do what he says and his rules. The Aborigines cannot access the
facilities. He is afraid that the Aborigines get all the facilities then they will fight
against the Whites’ authority bravely.
NEAL. Millimurra seems to have learnt her well. Well, I’m going to
unlearn you.
(NEAL grabs her. BILLY holds her outstretched over a pile of
flour bags. NEAL raises the cat-o’-nine-tails. Blackout. A
sream.) (Davis, 1986: 93)
It shows that Mr. Neal uses her cat-o’-nine-tails to push down the Aborigines. He
does not really care that he hurts a woman, even if she is pregnant. If the
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Aborigines do not want to follow his rules, Mr. Neal does not hesitate to hurt
them.
Mr. Neal always treats the Aborigines badly. Sometimes, he cannot keep
his attitude. He often speaks harshly. He cannot control his emotion. Even though
he is an educated person and has a position, he does bad things to everyone who
tries to fight against him.
NEAL. All right, which – way – was – the – train – going?
BILLY. Goin’ along train line.
NEAL. I know that, you blithering stone-age idiot!
MATRON. (pointing left and then right) Billy, was the train going
that way or that way?
BILLY. (pointing with his chin to her left) He bin go that way,
Kaggardu.
NEAL. You bloody fool of a man! What did you let him jump the
bloody train for? (Davis, 1986: 76)
From this quotation, it can be concluded that Mr. Neal cannot hold up his emotion
when he talks to Billy. He shows his power by saying that Billy in an idiot when
Billy cannot answer him as good as he wants it. He can talk like that because he
has power over the Aborigines in the settlement.
Most of the Aborigines in Moore River did not like to Mr. Neal because of
his bad attitude and treatment to the Aborigines, especially the Aborigines
women.
MARY. When Mr. Neal sends a girl to work at the hospital, it usually
means.....
JOE. Means what?
MARY. That he wants that girl... for himself. (Davis, 1986: 69)
The quotation above shows that Mr. Neal deals with immorality to Aborigine
women. Mr. Neal is white man and has higher position in the society above the
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Aborigines, so he can treat and abuse Aborigine women easily. This is another
quotation that he subjected the Aborigine women as he likes.
NEAL. (mumbling) Another bloody troublemaker.
(He sits at his desk. Mary brings him tea on a tray. He leers at
her body. Matron enters, almost catching him.) (Davis, 1986:
63)
The quotation gives a clear indication that Mr. Neal is not a good person. Besides,
he often speaks harshly and treats the Aborigines badly. He also abuses the
Aborigine women.

4.

Constable Kerr
He is a constable of Northam police. He and Sergeant have a duty to

control the Aborigines in the settlement directly. He manages the Aborigines to
have their necessary and also organizes the Aborigines when they move to another
place. The Whites usually let the Aborigines move to another place to avoid the
Aborigines getting more facilities in the previous settlement.
SERGEANT. All right, all right, Gran, you can go by road if you want
t o.
GRAN. (recovering instantly) I am, too.
CONSTABLE. It’s her funeral if she doesn’t make it.
JIMMY. It’ll be you funeral.
SERGEANT. That’s enough. Jimmy, you’re comin’ with us. The rest
of you better start packin’ and go and get Herbie’s horse and
cart. (Davis, 1986: 51)
The quotation above shows that Constable does not respected to Gran as old
woman. Constable speaks to Grand impolitely when he says that the trip will be
her funeral. He speaks impolitely because Gran and her family are Aborigines, the
natives, who are under the Whites’ control.
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Whites’ officials in Australia treated the Aborigines in the same way. They
treated the Aborigines badly. All the Aborigines in the settlement should be
obeyed towards the Whites government even though they felt uncomfortable. This
fact is seen in this quotation.
CONSTABLE. You’re being transferred to the Moore River Native
Settlement.
GRAN. I ain’t goin’.
CONSTABLE. You’re all goin’. You’re under arrest.
GRAN. What for? We done nothin’ wrong.
SERGEANT. It’s for health reasons. Epidemic of skin disease.
JIMMY. Bullshit, I’ll tell you why we’re goin’.
CONSTABLE. You wouldn’t know.
JIMMY. You reckon blackfellas are bloody mugs. Whole town knows
why we’re goin’. ‘Coz wetjalas in this town don’t want us ‘ere,
don’t want our kids at the school, with their kids, and old
Jimmy Mitchell’s tight ‘coz they reckon Bert’ Awke’s gonna
give him a hidin’ in the election (Davis, 1986: 50).
The writer can conclude that Constable treats the Aborigines as a slave. He tried
to evacuate the Aborigines from the settlement before so the Aborigines lived far
from the Whites’ society. Constable is a tricky white man. He treats the
Aborigines as different as the Whites. He lied that he will evacuate the Aborigines
from the Whites society.

B.

Setting in No Sugar
Setting in a drama gives description about the time, places, and also the

society that exist. In A Glossary of Literary Terms, Abrams also stated that setting
in dramatic works is related to the general locale, the historical time, and also
related with the society or the social circumstances in which place, time, and
society the actions occurs (Abrams, 1981: 192).
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1.

Setting of Time
Jack Davis showed that time is important for this drama to show when the

event happened. Time can also give indication what kind of culture exist at that
time, what kind of people and the society, important event and case that happened.

a.

Great Depression Era
In the beginning of this drama, it is clear that there is the specific time

when the acts happened.
Government Well Aboriginal Reserve, Northam, morning, 1929. Sam
Millimura prepares mugs of tea, lacing them generously with sugar.
He passes one to Joe who is absorbed in the special centenary edition
of the Western Mail (Davis, 1986: 15).
From this quotation, it is clear that the acts happened in 1929 when Australia
experienced Great Depression. Shoemaker also stated that in 1929, Australia got
the impact of the American stock market crash which made the economy of
Australia was serious. It was called the Depression Era. Based on the history of
Australia, 1929 was the time, when the Whites still stayed and settle the
Aborigines. The quotation also showed that the acts happened in the morning
when the people started the day.
b.

The Oombulgurri Massacre in 1926
The play was in 1929 but the Aborigines still remembered to the massacre

which happened in the 1926. In this play, the Aborigines told again about the
massacre which gave bad experience to the Aborigines. The massacre is one of
bad experience which occurred to the Aborigines as the result of the Whites’
treatment. Billy together with Jimmy, Joe and Sam has discussion to go out from
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the settlement because they do not want the massacre happened again to their
race. Billy said that at that time he heard the women and babies cried and they
also screamed.

2.

Setting of Place
Setting of place gives information where the discrimination happened.

Some places in the drama were important because those are the places when the
Whites treat the Aborigines inhumanely. Some places have indication about the
event happened.
a.

Government Well Aboriginal Reserve (Northam)
This is the first place appears in the drama. The Aborigines live here and

do their daily routines here. This place is controlled by the White’s government.
The natives live under the Whites’ control for the supply of food and everything
for their life. In this place, the Aborigines get facilities better than in the
settlement.
b.

Moore River Native Settlement
This place is camp or place for the Aborigines live and stay. Since the

Whites had thought that good facilities for the Aborigines will be a dangerous
thing, the Whites send the Aborigines to this place. Living in this place is worse
than living in Government Well. The Aborigines gets more bad treatment in this
place. This place symbolizes reins that the Aborigines hated. They cannot easily
go out from this place. The Aborigines work near this area. They work for the
Whites and live in this camp.
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c.

Old Tony’s Shop
This place is a fruit shop in settlement, Northam. This is the only shop that

is mentioned in the drama. The Aborigine kids and the White kids often buy fruit.
Old Tony as the owner of the shop often differentiates the service to the Aborigine
kids and White kids. He will give the big fat apple for the White kids. When the
Aborigine kids buy an apple, he will give the shriveled apple for them.

3.

Society
Setting of the society is important thing. The society condition will give us

description about what kind of society which exists. The society shows what kind
of differentiation and discrimination happened in Australia at that time. Like
Abrams said that setting is about when the action and where the action in the story
occurs. Abrams gave another explanation that setting is also about social
circumstances or environment where the action occurs. In addition, Abrams point
out that setting is about the social condition where the characters exist (Abrams,
1981:175).
Aborigines live under the Whites’ control. Their principle commodity
supplied by the Whites government.
SERGEANT. (taking out packets of rations) Sugar, tea.
MILLY. We need blankets.
SERGEANT. (to the CONSTABLE) See if you can find some bicarb.
There. Here’s your stick of nigger twist, Gran.
MILLY. What about blankets?
SERGEANT. (taking out a packet) Flour ... What?
MILLY. Blankets. My girl’s in ‘ospital with ‘monia and pleurisy.
GRAN. An’ we want blankets.
SERGEANT. Sorry, blankets not here yet, Milly (Davis, 1986: 43).
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The quotation above explained how the social condition at that time. The
Aborigines live together with the Whites’ rule and control, even for their daily
necessary. The Whites supply the daily necessary in packets. Every Aborigine
family will take the packet periodically. Those conditions refer that the
Aborigines live under the Whites’ authority.
Another quotation gives clear explanation that the Aborigines are under
control of the Whites.
CONSTABLE. You’re being transferred to the Moore River Native
Settlement.
GRAN. I ain’t goin’.
CONSTABLE. You’re all goin’. You’re under arrest.
GRAN. What for? We done nothin’ wrong.
SERGEANT. It’s for health reasons. Epidemic of skin disease.
JIMMY. Bullshit, I’ll tell you why we’re goin’.
CONSTABLE. You wouldn’t know.
JIMMY. You reckon blackfellas are bloody mugs. Whole town knows
why we’re goin’. ‘Coz wetjalas in this town don’t want us ‘ere,
don’t want our kids at the school, with their kids, and old
Jimmy Mitchell’s tight ‘coz they reckon Bert’ Awke’s gonna
give him a hidin’ in the election (Davis, 1986: 50).
The quotation above refers that the Constable from the Whites’ government
coerces the Gran family to move to the settlement, even if they do not want to
move out from their place. The Aborigines at that time are under arrest. The
White uses many ways to make the Aborigines move from their place. The Whites
do not want the Aborigines’ kids get good education in school together with their
children.
In daily life, like in buying and selling transaction, the Whites also
differentiate between their people and the Aborigines. The Whites got good
service and fine goods, but the Aborigines were not.
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CISSIE. Aw mum, Old Tony the ding always sells, us little shrivelled
ones and them wetjala kids big fat ones (Davis, 1986: 16).
The quotation was clear that the Aborigine kids got the bad apple and the White
kids got better than the Aborigine kids. In addition, the Aborigine kids paid the
same price for the dried apple.

C. Racial Discrimination Revealed through the Characters and Settings
Racial Discrimination is one thing that becomes a crucial problem in the
world. This racial problem also happened in Australia for many years. This
problem appears in Australia because of the differences between the Whites and
the Aborigines. According to Miles, Racism is mediation between human beings
similarly and differentially located in a class structure and a denial of their
humanity (Miles, 1989: 10). Discrimination is differentiating one to another. So,
the writer concludes that racial discrimination is differentiating the people based
on the race and it is differentiating the right of each race to get freedom.
According to Back and Solomos, Racism is a matter of behavior in daily
life. They also said that it is usually a manifestation of hatred or contempt for
individuals who have well-defined physical characteristics different from our own
(Back and Solomos, 2000: 64). From the theory above, the writer concludes that
racism is a habit in daily life. Racism is a problem in society where the people
have differences. Individuals or groups have hatred to the others who have
different physical characteristics.
Bangura and Stavenhagen give explanation that racism exists in varying
degrees in all regions of the world. Slavery, colonialism, genocide, the Holocaust
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and apartheid represent its most extreme form in world history. They also stated
that racism affects social relations, influences structures of opportunities and lifechances and may provoke violence and wars (Bangura and Stavenhagen, 2005: 1).
According to Bangura and Stavenhagen, racism give impact to social relations.
They also said that racism make the varying extreme form like slavery, violence,
colonialism, and genocide.
Like the title above, the writer depicts the racial discrimination which
happens in Australia. From Jack Davis’ book, the writer found four characters
with their characteristics. The characteristics revealed the racial discrimination
happened to the Aborigines in Australia. Besides, the writer also found the setting
of time, place, and society which revealed and give clues about the racial
discrimination in Australia.
The writer found that racial discrimination towards the Aborigines
happened in many aspects, like in social, economy, education, culture. The writer
also found the characteristics of the Whites and the Aborigines. Mr. Neal, Neville,
and Constable as the Whites, they have personality which influence their attitude
towards the Aborigines. The other characters are Billy as black tracker and Jimmy
Munday as the Aborigines.
According to Ernest Hunter, Oppression to the natives in Australia was
also experienced by the Aboriginal women. Hunter said that the Aboriginal
women are the Whites’ slavery and abusive object (Hunter, 1993: 31). Hunter
explained that the Aborigine women experienced bad treatment and violence from
the Whites.
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The characteristics of Mr. Neal which are cruel, abusive, arrogant and
emotional that influence his treatment towards the Aborigines. Moreover his
treatment is supported by his position in society. In daily life Mr. Neal shows the
discrimination toward the Aborigines, especially to the Aborigine women. That
racial discrimination is a type of social aspect which happened to women. That is
seen in this quotation.
NEAL. You’ll work where I think fit, digging graves if I say so.
MARY. I’m not gunna work in the hospital.
NEAL. You’ll do as I say, do you understand?
MARY. No
NEAL. So you intend to defy me, do you? Billy!
(He takes the cat-o’-nine-tails from his desk.) (Davis, 1986:
92)
The quotation above depicts the discrimination to the Aborigine woman. Mr. Neal
treats Mary as the Aborigine woman badly, because she is weak. He often
imposes his desire to Aborigine woman to work in the hospital. It is because he
wants to treat them badly as the Whites do it to the Aborigine women. Another
quotation shows the racial discrimination and bad attitudes from Mr. Neal toward
the Aborigine women are seen in this following quotation.
NEAL. Millimurra seems to have learnt her well. Well, I’m going to
unlearn you.
(NEAL grabs her. BILLY holds her outstretched over a pile of
flour bags. NEAL raises the cat-o’-nine-tails. Blackout. A
sream.) (Davis, 1986: 93)
The quotation above happened when Mary fought against Mr. Neal’ will. She did
not want to work for Mr. Neal. She was afraid that she would be the next victim.
Mr. Neal was angry to Mary and he said that he would forget her. He hit Mary as
he did to the other Aborigine people.
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Another racial discrimination which is included in social aspect is racial
discrimination towards the Black man. The following quotation is about Mr. Neal
which treats the Black man badly.
NEAL. All right, which – way – was – the – train – going?
BILLY. Goin’ along train line.
NEAL. I know that, you blithering stone-age idiot!
MATRON. (pointing left and then right) Billy, was the train going
that way or that way?
BILLY. (pointing with his chin to her left) He bin go that way,
Kaggardu.
NEAL. You bloody fool of a man! What did you let him jump the
bloody train for? (Davis, 1986: 76)
Here, Mr. Neal spoke harshly toward the Billy, the black tracker. Mr. Neal
discriminate Billy with others in speaking. He spoke harshly to Billy because he is
black and his position was weak.
The racial discrimination toward the Aborigines which is in social aspect
is seen in this quotation below.
CONSTABLE. You’re being transferred to the Moore River Native
Settlement.
GRAN. I ain’t goin’.
CONSTABLE. You’re all goin’. You’re under arrest.
GRAN. What for? We done nothin’ wrong.
SERGEANT. It’s for health reasons. Epidemic of skin disease.
JIMMY. Bullshit, I’ll tell you why we’re goin’.
CONSTABLE. You wouldn’t know.
JIMMY. You reckon blackfellas are bloody mugs. Whole town knows
why we’re goin’. ‘Coz wetjalas in this town don’t want us ‘ere,
don’t want our kids at the school, with their kids, and old
Jimmy Mitchell’s tight ‘coz they reckon Bert’ Awke’s gonna
give him a hidin’ in the election. (Davis, 1986: 50)
Here, the Millimura family must move to another settlement. The Whites do not
want the Aborigine kids got the same education to the White kids. The Whites do
not want the Aborigines got the same facilities with the Whites. The Aborigines
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under Whites’ arrest and control transferred from one settlement to another
settlement for the Whites’ necessity. They cannot refuse the Whites’ policy. When
the Whites’ government wants the Aborigines move to another place, they must
obey the rules. This is one of problem in the society between the Whites and the
Aborigines.
In addition, this quotation also showed the racial discrimination when the
Whites compelled the Aborigine family to go from their place to another
settlement. This racial discrimination towards the Aborigine family is included in
social aspects.
SERGEANT. All right, all right, Gran, you can go by road if you want
t o.
GRAN. (recovering instantly) I am, too.
CONSTABLE. It’s her funeral if she doesn’t make it.
JIMMY. It’ll be you funeral.
SERGEANT. That’s enough. Jimmy, you’re comin’ with us. The rest
of you better start packin’ and go and get Herbie’s horse and
cart. (Davis, 1986: 51)
The Aborigines lived in the settlement and they were pushed to move from one
place to another place for the Whites’ necessity. It was because they want to
differentiate the Whites and the Aborigines. The Aborigines got different facilities
and treatment. The above quotation illustrates that the Constable pushes the
Aborigine family with compulsion. This discrimination is included the social
aspect.
The writer also found the quotation which depicted the differences
between the Whites and the Aborigines society in Australia.
SERGEANT. (taking out packets of rations) Sugar, tea.
MILLY. We need blankets.
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SERGEANT. (to the CONSTABLE) See if you can find some bicarb.
There. Here’s your stick of nigger twist, Gran.
MILLY. What about blankets?
SERGEANT. (taking out a packet) Flour ... What?
MILLY. Blankets. My girl’s in ‘ospital with ‘monia and pleurisy.
GRAN. An’ we want blankets.
SERGEANT. Sorry, blankets not here yet, Milly (Davis, 1986: 43).
From the quotation, the writer knows that the White’s rules did not give benefit to
the Aborigines. All things were controlled by the Whites. The Whites
differentiated the Aborigines with the Whites. Every month the Aborigines got
their allotment from the Whites government such as food, blankets, and other
daily necessary and sometimes, the packet was not complete. It showed that the
Aborigines did not have their freedom. They did not have normal life like the
Whites.
Another racial discrimination toward the Aborigines is shown in this
quotation. This quotation includes in the social aspect. Besides the Whites want to
take the Aborigines land and places, they want to remove and eliminate the
Aborigines far from the Whites.
JIMMY. Bullshit, I’ll tell you why we’re goin’.
CONSTABLE. You wouldn’t know.
JIMMY. You reckon blackfellas are bloody mugs. Whole town knows
why we’re goin’. ‘Coz wetjalas in this town don’t want us ‘ere,
don’t want our kids at the school, with their kids, and old
Jimmy Mitchell’s tight ‘coz they reckon Bert’ Awke’s gonna
give him a hidin’ in the election (Davis, 1986: 50).
In this quotation the Whites’ Constable wants to evacuate the Aborigines far from
the Whites, they try to put the Aborigines away from the town. The White people
do not want the Aborigine kids get the education in the same school with the
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White kids. They do not want the Aborigines get the same facilities as the Whites
get.
The racial discrimination toward the Aborigines was also shown in the
following quotation. This quotation is in the social aspect.
NEVILLE. Stop, stop. Stop that immediately.
(The Aborigines repeat the parody even louder.)
Stop it. Stop this nonsense immediately. Never in my life have
I witnessed such a disgraceful exhibition.
(They song stops.)
I’m appalled by this disgraceful demonstration of ingratitude. I
can tell you that you will live to rue this day.
There will be no privileges from now on (Davis, 1986: 98).
Clearly that Neville in the quotation above showed the racial discrimination
toward the Aborigines. The Whites used their position to treat the Aborigines
badly. The quotation above showed that the Aborigines were under arrest. They
did the parody because they felt that the anthem was not the same to the fact.
Actually there was no democracy for the Aborigines. It was a must for them to
follow the Whites’ rules. Their privileges and right will be taken from them and
they never get their right and privileges again. This kind of discrimination is in
social aspect.
For a few years, Australia was confronted to dried fruits problem and it
made the price fell down. It was bad things that made trouble. This bad products
force the Whites to take products from foreigners. This problem gives big impact
for the Australian then. The Australian farmers were forced to work harder (Scott,
1916: 376). This theory give explanation clearly that the Australia experienced the
Depression era and dried fruits problem.
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This is a racial discrimination which is done by the Whites is in economy
aspect. It happened when they buy something in the market. The price is the same,
but the Aborigines got the worse quality than the Whites got.
DAVID. Aw, can’t I have enough for a pie?
MILLY. It’s all the money I got.
CISSIE. Aw mum, Old Tony the ding always sells, us little shrivelled
ones and them wetjala kids big fat ones. (Davis, 1986: 16)
The writer can conclude that the Aborigines were discriminated in the market and
daily life. If the Aborigine kids bought an apple, they gave them the shriveled
apple, but if the White kids, they gave the big fat apple.
Shoemaker stated that the White’s statement was popular in the world that
the Aborigines were sub-human. The Whites stated that the Aborigines were
inferior intellectually and also culturally to the Whites (Shoemaker, 1989: 19).
Besides, Shaw also added that the Aborigines everywhere are second class
citizens. The Aborigines were badly educated in the society ( Shaw, 1955: 247248). Here Shoemaker and Shaw have the same opinion that the Whites stated that
the Aborigines are second class citizens who are inferior intellectually.
In education aspect, the Aborigines got also injustice. The Whites did not
let the Aborigines got knowledge even a little knowledge. It was seen in this
quotation below.
NEAL. There’s a sort of unofficial directive on this; it’s the sort of
thing which isn’t encouraged by the Department.
SISTER. What do you mean? That you don’t encourage the natives to
read?
NEAL. That’s right. (Davis, 1986: 95)
Like Sister said in the quotation that the Aborigines were not allowed to get
education even from book.
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The following quotation gives evidence that the Whites do not let the
Aborigines to get education.
NEAL. Look, my experience with natives in South Africa and here
has taught led me to believe that there’s a lot of wisdom in the
old adage that ‘a little knowledge is a dangerous thing’
SISTER. I can’t believe what you’re saying.
NEAL. Look Sister, I’ve got a big mob here, over seven hundred you
know that and there’s enough troublemakers without giving
them ideas. (Davis, 1986: 96)
Mr. Neal did not want the Aborigines get a little knowledge from the books given
by Sister. The Whites thought that a little knowledge is dangerous, because it
would make the Aborigines did not understand enough about the knowledge, but
Sister did not believe it. She already known that it was just Mr. Neal reason to
stop education to the Aborigines.
The whites take part in destruction of the Aborigines’ culture. The
destruction is found in the way the Aborigine kids play a game in daily life. The
quotation below shows that the Aborigine kids play a popular Whites’ game.
Government Well Aboriginal Reserve, Northam, morning, 1929. Sam
Millimurra prepares mugs of tea, lacing them generously with sugar.
He passes one to Joe who is absorbed in the special centenary edition
of the Western Mail. Gran and Milly sort clothes for washing. David
and Cissie play cricket with a home-made bat and ball. Jimmy
sharpens an axe, bush fashion (Davis, 1986: 15).
Two Aborigine kids in the quotation above play a British’ game and the game is
very popular in Britain. The Aborigine kids like playing this game. The Whites
influence the culture through this game. The Whites discriminate the Aborigines
in many aspects so the way the Aborigines live is like the Whites’ way of life
even in a game.
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Racial discrimination to the Aborigines in this play is also revealed
through the setting of place. The racial discrimination is seen in the government
reserve, Northam where the Aborigines live together with Whites’ society.
JIMMY. You fellas, you know why them wetjalas marchin’ down the
street, eh? I’ll tell youse why. ‘Cause them bastards took our
country and them blackfellas dancin’ for ‘em. Bastards!
(Davis, 1986: 16)
In the quotation above, Jimmy said that the Whites took the Aborigines’ country
and land and settled the Aborigines. The Aborigines felt that the Whites is the
happiest race in Australia who got the big benefit.
In the second place, native settlement, the Aborigines also get bad
treatment. Moreover the Aborigines get worse treatment than before. They live in
a small camp and they often get violence from the Whites.
NEAL. You’ll work where I think fit, digging graves if I say so.
MARY. I’m not gunna work in the hospital.
NEAL. You’ll do as I say, do you understand?
MARY. No
NEAL. So you intend to defy me, do you? Billy!
(He takes the cat-o’-nine-tails from his desk.) (Davis, 1986:
92)
This is the one of the racial discrimination done by the Whites in the native
settlement. Mr. Neal as the Superintendent of the native settlement treats the
Aborigines badly. He is one of the Whites who often do violence to the
Aborigines.
The racial discrimination happened towards the Aborigine kids and the
White kids. The racial discrimination occurred in a fruit shop in the settlement.
The following quotation gives evidence that the Aborigines are discriminated.
DAVID. Aw, can’t I have enough for a pie?
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MILLY. It’s all the money I got.
CISSIE. Aw mum, Old Tony the ding always sells, us little shrivelled
ones and them wetjala kids big fat ones (Davis, 1986: 16).
The fruit shop is one place where the racial discrimination towards the Aborigines
happened. Old Tony, the seller shows that he also differentiate the Aborigines and
the Whites. He gives good apple to the Whites and he gives the bad ones to the
Aborigines. The writer gets the point that in buying and selling place, racial
discrimination is also occurred.
Some racial discrimination happened in Australia is also seen in setting of
time. Some event at that time takes part to the racial discrimination happened in
Australia. One of the events is the Great Depression era which happened around
1920s. Australian felt the failure of imports. This era gives impact to the
Aborigines which are colonized by the Whites at that time. The Whites forced to
live harder than before because of the Great Depression era. Then the Whites
pushed the Aborigines more and treated the Aborigines worse than before.
Another event which shows racial discrimination towards the Aborigines
is the Oombulgurri massacre. Oombulgurri is the massacre towards the
Aborigines which is done by the Whites. The Whites kill many Aborigine people
to remove the Aborigines from the land. In the following quotation the Aborigines
have talking about the massacre. They are afraid if the Whites will remove them
as the massacre before.
BILLY. You go there, night time you hear ‘em. I bin bring cattle that
way for Wyndham Meat Works. I hear ‘em Mothers cryin’ and
babies cryin’, screamin’. Wawai! Wawai! Wawai!
(They sit in silence staring at Billy who stares into the fit.
Suddenly a night hawk screeches.) (Davis, 1986: 68).
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In the quotation above, the Aborigines talked about the massacre which happened
to the Aborigine people in 1926. Billy and the other Aborigines were afraid that
the massacre would happen again to them. They devised the way they went out
from the settlement.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION

Australia is one continent that the natives are black and they still live
naturally when the Whites come in. The people in Australia are called Aborigine
people. They still live traditionally and they do not understand the politics. The
condition gives opportunity to the Whites who want to take the land and build the
Whites’ government in Australia. The Whites are educated people. They live one
step forward to the natives. To build the government in Australia, the Whites
needed labor because the land is still natural. The Whites are employing the
natives as labors. The natives do not get their freedom, but indirectly, the natives
get modern life as the way the Whites live. That does not make the natives happy,
but actually, they live under the Whites’ control and they are differentiated from
the Whites.
In this undergraduate thesis, the writer takes racial discrimination as the
topic to analyze. Racial discrimination is a popular problem in the society which
still exists nowadays. Racial discrimination happens when there are numbers of
person or groups differentiate another group. That happens when the Whites get
that the Aborigine people are different from them physically and the Aborigines’
life is still primitive.
In this analysis, the writer applies two intrinsic elements to reveal the
racial discrimination toward the Aborigines. The first element is the
characteristics. There are four characters is used in this analysis. They are Jimmy
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Munday, Billy Kimberley, Mr. Neal, and Constable of the Northam. The second
element is the setting. The writer uses the setting of time, setting of place, and also
social setting. The setting of time is used in this analysis are the period of time
when the drama is happened. The setting of place in this analysis are the camp at
government well and also the old Tony’s shop. The social setting is about the
daily life of the Aborigines and the Whites in the settlement. Then the writer
connected to the racial discrimination is happened reveal through the intrinsic
elements above.
The first problem formulation is the characters in the drama. The first one
is Jimmy Munday. He is the main character in the drama. He is an Aborigine man
who is brave in conveying his thought about the Whites’ attitudes toward the
Aborigines. The writer concludes that Jimmy Munday is a brave man, he has
strong will to get justice for the Aborigines, but he is uneducated person. The
second character is Billy Kimberley. He is a black man but he is not Aborigine
man, he is African. He is brought by the Whites to work for the Whites in
Australia. He works as a black tracker. His jobs are helping the Whites directly to
take control the Aborigines and to make the Aborigines obey to the Whites’ rules.
The writer concludes that Billy is obedient to the Whites’ rules, uneducated, a
cruel person. The third character is Mr. Neal. He is a superintendent of the Moore
River Settlement. He is a white man and he is known as a cruel and arrogant
person. He often commits violence to the Aborigines. He often uses his power to
treat the Aborigines rudely. Based on the analysis, the writer finds that Mr. Neal is
a cruel, rude and an arrogant person.
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The fourth character is Constable Kerr. He is a constable of the Northam
police. He is a white man. His jobs are control and organize the Aborigines. He
sometimes talks wildly to the Aborigines. He ever lies to the Aborigines about the
reason they are transferred to another place. The writer concludes that the
characteristics of Constable Kerr are wildly talking and he is a liar.
The second problem formulation is the setting in the drama. The setting of
time in this drama is about 1929-1934; the period after the Second World War is
happened and the period when the Great Depression era happened. The setting of
place are the Government Well Aboriginal Reserve, Moore River Native
Settlement and the Old Tony’s shop. The Goverment Well Aboriginal Reserve is
the place where the Aborigines are settled and live together with the Whites’
society and it is controlled by the Whites The second place is Moore River Native
Settlement. This place is a camp where the Aborigines get violence from the
Whites. The third place is Old Tony’s shop. This place is fruit shop where the kids
usually buy fruits. The last is the social setting of the drama. The social setting is
taken from the daily activities of the Whites and the Aborigines in the settlement.
The social setting is taken from many aspects likes, social, economy, education,
and culture. The writer finds that there are differences which based on race. The
Aborigines get different facilities and service in the third aspects above. The
Aborigines do not get education in formal school as the Whites get. They are
pushed to obey to the Whites’ rules even those are not appropriate to their life.
The third problem formulation is the racial discrimination revealed from
the characters and the setting. Racial discrimination in Australia is happened in
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many things. First is racial discrimination towards the Aborigine women. Whites
who have power often commit abuse towards the Aborigine women. The racial
discrimination is also happened in the Aborigines’ society. Whites’ government
considers the Aborigines as lower people. They control and press the Aborigines
to obey their rules. The Aborigines who is weak often get treatment unfairly from
the Whites. Racial discrimination also happened in economic activity. The
discrimination happened because the Aborigines are considered as second class in
the society. Besides, the Aborigine kids also do not get the same facilities in
education. They do not get the formal education as the White kids get. Racial
discrimination is also happened in culture aspect. The Aborigines’ culture is
influenced by the Whites’ culture as the colonizer. The Aborigines’ life changes
like the way the Whites live.
Finally, based on the analysis, the writer concludes that racial
discrimination is happened in Australia. It happened towards the Aborigines as the
natives in Australia. From the first time the Whites come and take the land from
the natives. They also control the Aborigines’ life and push them to be their cheap
labors and slaves. The Whites differentiate the people based on skin color and
discriminate the Aborigines’ life and rights. Racial discrimination makes the
Aborigines do not get their rights and freedom. They push to have life as the
Whites way to live.
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APPENDIX

Summary of Jack Davis’ No Sugar
No Sugar is a play set in the Aborigines and the Whites’ society in
Australia around 1929-1934. It begins with an Aborigine family in a camp. The
kids, David and Cissie are going to school and they ask their mother to give them
enough money to buy a pie because they often get the shriveled apple from the
seller. It is because they are black. In the office, Neville arrange the facilities for
the Aborigines and the Whites. He differentiates the facilities for the Aborigines;
while in different place, Gran and her daughter, Milly come to the Sergeant’s
office and get the news that their facilities and comodities will be reduce. It is
because the world experience the Depression era.
One day, Cissie is not good enough to go to school, Gran and Milly go to
the Sergeant office and ask for blankets and possibility to get a doctor or go to
hospital, but Sergeant Carol does not listen to them. He does not really care about
the Aborigines’ problem. That is the problem which shows the existence of racial
discrimination in the society of the Aborigines and the Whites. In the Government
Well camp, winter, Sergeant and Constable come to Munday’s family camp to
give information that the Aborigines will be transferred to the setllement because
they know that the truth is the Whites do not want they get the same facilities. The
Whites always think that the Aborigines is dangerous. They know that if the
Aborigines get the same education and fasilities, they will rebel to the Whites’
government.
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The Munday’s family enters Moore river settlement. Joe meets an
Aborigine girl, Mary, and then next she will be his wife. Living in this settlement
is worse than in the Government camp before. Mary tells them that Mr. Neal, the
superintendent, is a rude person. He has cat-o-nine-tails and he always uses it to
hurt the Aborigines. Mr. Neal is known as a White person who likes to treat
theAborigines in the settlement badly, especially for women. Mary works in his
office as a servant.
At night, Billy and the other Aborigines come together and have chat
about the bad issues related to oppression to the Aborigines in the settlement.
Billy tells them that he heard women sreamdan the babies cry. Suddenly, Mary
comes and cries. She says that Mr. Neal wants her to work in the hospital. It is bad
because when Mr. Neal sends a girl to the hospital, it means that he want the girl
to be next victim of his violence.
After that Joe and Mary has a plan to go out from the settlement. Joe loves
Mary so he does not want his girl to be Mr. Neal’s victim. Mr. Neal knows that
Mary and Joe escape from the settlement by train. He orders Billy, his black
tracker, to find them. In another place, in Sunday school, David does not want to
go to Sunday school. Billy belts David on the legs with his whip. Cissie gives the
Sister know about this and then she chews out Billy.
Mary comes to Mr. Neal’s office; she saysto Mr. Neal that she does not
want to works in the hospital. She wants to stay with Munday’s family. Mr. Neal
is angry because she does not want to obey him. He takes his cat-o-nine tails and
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hits her. After that Mary goes to Munday family’s camp. Milly, Joe’s mother
helps her to enter the camp.
After that the Aborigines in the settlement often get oppression and bad
treatment from Mr. Neal. He pushes the Aborigines to obey to his rules. He calls
Sister because he knows that Sister will lend the Aborigines some books. He does
not let them to get the education; even he does not want the Aborigines to read
books. He thinks that little knowledge for the Aborigines will be a dangerous
thing for the Whites.
In Australian day, the Whites ask Sister to address the Aborigines to sing
the hymn for celebrating the birth of Australia. The Whites and the Aborigines
sing the hymn together, but for the second, the Aborigines sing a parody of the
words clearly. Neville, the chief protector, is very angry about this. He says that
the Aborigines will rue and he will not give them their previleges again. Jimmy
Munday shouts bravely that the Aborigines do not agree, and then he has hard
argument with Neville and Mr. Neal. While he is leaving the people, he gets heart
attack. He cannot breathe and finally he dies after Matron, Mr. Neal’s wife, brings
him to the hospital.
After Mary born the baby, Matron wants to take the baby to the hospital to
get better treatment. The Whites always do this to the Aborigine’ women to
seperate the baby to the mother. Mary does not want Matron brings her baby. She
knows that if the baby is brought to the hospital, the trackers will kill the baby and
bury the baby in the pine plantation. After that Joe comes back and gives his son a
name. He gives the same name with his uncle, Jimmy, and then Joe goes to Mr.
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Neal’s office. Mr. Neal gives him a letter and give explanation that Joe and Mary
have to go from the Northam settlement. Joe and Mary meet the Munday’s family
for the last and say goodbye.

